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BY J. T. M. GIBSON 

...--- ____, HERE have been accounts of climbs on Bandar Punch in the . 
Himalayan Journals of I938, I946 and I947 and the Alp£ne 
Journals of November I945 and May I948. Apart from these 

recorded expeditions there has been at least one other of which I know 
but of which I do not think any account has appeared : the attempt 
made by Major White and Captain Massey of the 9th Gurkhas on the 
'Black Peak' in I939, which involved an approach to the Bandar Punch 
group of mountains from Harsil. It is probable that the outbreak of 
war prevented a description of this ever being printed. · 

In I935-36 the Survey of India resurveyed the region south and 
east of Bandar Punch, but the great basin drained by the source streams 
.of the Tons and lying to the north and west of the range running west
wards from the Lamkhaga Pass to the Borasu Pass and beyond, remains, 
if not blank on the map, at least filled only with broken form lines and 
the peak of Surgnalin (see area B in the Index to Surveys of Sheet 
53 I /SE). There is indeed a point I 8,863 marked some two miles 
north of Bandar Punch but I have looked for it both northwards from 
the pass to the west of point 20,020, sometimes called Banqar Punch 
' Shoulder,' and southwards from the west ridge of Surgnalin, and I 
suspect it does not exist. This whole basin deserves exploration and 
Surgnalin would be a fine mountain to climb. 

One result of the I935- 36 survey was to find that the' Black Peak,' point 
20,956, was higher than Bandar Punch, 20,720 ft. In their excitement 
at this the Survey of India have called it Bandar Punch I and the other 
Bandar Punch II. This seems to me quite unjustified. It is certainly 
one of the same group of mountains, but it is two miles distant from t:he 
true B·andar Punch as the crow flies and more along the ridge that runs 
from one to the other, a ridge that in places is more than I ,ooo ft. 
lower than the summits, and on which there are several lesser summits. 
But the decisive argument, it seems to me, that the 20,720 ft. peak should 
be called Bandar Punch and the other by some different name, lies in the 
meaning of the word . . Bandar Punch is 'Monkey's tail' and it is the 
shape of the 20,720 ft. peak as seen from Mussoorie and the plains 

-beyond the Siwaliks that has caused it to be given this name and known 
by it for generations. The ' Black Peak ' seen from any angle could 
hardly be likened to the tail of a monkey. Not that I wish to quarrel 
with the Survey of India who have done so much to help climbers in the 
Himalayas, but I I eel that here enthusiasm has led them into error. 

1~he sketches of the Bandar Punch area that appeared in the Himalayan 
Journal of 1938 and the Alpine Journal of November 1945, the latter 
repeated. in the Himalayan Journal of I 946, are inaccurate in that they 
show a main ridge running southwards from point 20,020. In fact the 
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ridge runs westwards from Bandar Punch to 20,020 and then continues 
westwards for just over a mile to a peak a little over 18,ooo ft. Between 
this peak and point 20,020 there is a fine col at some 17 ,ooo ft. giving 
access to a valley running down to the foot of Surgnalin and then turning 
westwards to join the Tons below the Harki Doon (marked C.G. on 
sheet 53I). This valley is more or less correctly shown on the 1932 
sheet of 52I. From the 18,ooo ft. peak the ridge turns south
\Vestwards. In other words the water parting between the 1-Ianuman 
Ganga and the Jumna should, I consider, be shown further to the west 
than in the sketches published, while the so·urce of the Tons lies beyond 
Surgnalin and the river to its south is its tributary. In 1948 I crossed 
the Lamkhaga Pass, clouds unfortunately obscuring a view of Bandar 
Punch from that side, descended to Chitkal, and then recrossed the 
same range by the Borasu Pass and descended to the Harki Doon. 
From here I climbed a shoulder of Surgnalin (marked 20,J70 in 53I 
but refixed ·as 20,512 in 53I jSE) and had a wonderful view of Bandar
Punch and adjacent peaks looking up the valley that starts at the col 
below point 20,020. I thought that in places I could make out the route 
that crosses over to Jamnotri. It was this view that determined me 
once more to visit Bandar Punch. In 1937 Martyn a~d I had first 
climbed on to its S.E. ridge without planning to attempt the peak. In 
1946 Holdsworth had led a party of which I '\vas a member and which 
·was defeated by adverse weather. Meanwhile there had been several 
other unsuccessful attempts. 

The 1950 party was rather like what you hope for on a day's rough 
shooting whe~ you expect a varied bag, and consisted <?fa major-general 
(W. WiJiiams, Engineer-in-Chief, India), a schoolmaster (Gurdial 
Singh of the Doon School), a P.T. Sergeant-Instructor (Roy Green
wood of the ·National Defence Academy), a cadet (Jagjit Singh, 
Gurdial's young brother), and myself. Packing finished at 2 A.M. on 
June 9, earlier hours having been occupied by a succession of friends 
who came to wish us luck and stayed to help and share refreshments. 
By 4 A.M. we were up again and off by a succession of buses through 
the Doon to Rishikesh, across the foothills of Tehri Garhwal, and up 
the Ganges from Tehri to Darasu which we reached by 5.30 P.M. 

There is now a passable road to this place that saves three days' walking, 
but, as we had to take all our porters with us, \Ve did not save as much 
on transport, far the most expensive essential in Himalayan climbing, 
as we should have done had we been able to employ them at the motor 
road end. As it '\vas we had with .us three Sherpas from Darkeeling, 
Tensin, his brother Kin Chock, a soldier on leave from Malaya, and 
Kushang, and we started with some 35 hill men, Dotials and Garhwalis, 
collected in Rishikesh. Th.eir pay was Rs.3j8 a day and that of the 
Sherpas Rs.5 plus food. In passing I may remark that the national 

·expeditions financed by generous clubs and societies and supplied by 
firms eager to advertise their wares have set standards it is difficult for 
the small private expedition to keep up to. In 1948 I employed some 
men from Harsil whose boots, supplied to them by an expedition the 
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y~ar before filled me with envy.. Good luck to them, and they deserve 
all they get but if you can't .afford to fit out an army you must be 
content with smaller conquests. 

In the well-situated and airy bungalow at Darasu we examined the 
visitors' book and found an entry made in 1927 by Lt. W .. Williams. 
These bungalow books are often fascinating reading with their records 
of past treks, shooting expeditions and happy holidays. It is a pity 
that many are falling to pieces, particularly in lonely places now seldom 
visited. In 1948 I found· one at Datmir, the highest bungalow on the 
Tons, with an interesting account of a visit to the Harki Doon and 
Borasu Pass some years earlier by Philip Mason. He had also entered 
some derogatory remarks on the efficiency of the Chowkidar . fully 
justified by the state of the place when I was there . . Then there are 
the ancient Blackwoods, Punches, . and other periodi<:als. They lie 
mouldering all along the outer Him-alayas, even across them up the 
roads to Tibet, a monument to the activity and tastes of several 
generations of British travellers, soldiers, forest officers and engineers. 

From .Darasu we walked next day 18 miles to · Uttarkashi. I felt 
that this was rather a vigorous start for the general and arranged for a 
pony to carry him part of the way. From here we continued to Agora, 
the highest village on the way to Dodi Tal,. and that evening the pony 
took it into his head to charge a thorn bush and then fall over on the 
general, giving his knee a painful twist, which, but for a great deal of 
determination, might have been the end of one member of our party 
who did a great deal to keep us all throughout in the best of spirits·. 
The next day we continued to Dodi Tal, seeing a panther stalking a 
sambhan on the way. The. pony track used-to reach this little lake at 
1o,ooo ft., but is now fallen into ruin and Williams had to limp the last 
five miles. Here ·we took a day's rest and caught enough brown trout 
for the whole party, including all the porters, to eat well, and then 
we made our way over the ridge at about 12,500 ft. and down to the 
Hanuman Ganga, which we were able to cross by a snow bridge. This 
approach to Bandar Punch can be made difficult by the Hanuman Ganga 
and in 1937 Martyn and I had had various adventures getting across it. 
We pitched our base camp the next day at 12,ooo ft. after a short climb 
to the same place used by Leyden in 1943 and Holdsworth in 1946. 
Here we sorted clothes and stores amidst the more than 6o different 
alpines collected by Gurdial Si~gh. Unfortunately this year there 
were no Gujars to be seen. These wandering herdsmen are a happy 
addition to any base camp area as they will supply you at smal~ cost with 
wonderful milk and butter. . . 

The next day, June 16, Williams gave his knee, which was still 
inflamed and painful, a day off, while the rest of us pitched Camp I at 
16,ooo ft. where we had camped in 1946, Greenwood returning with the 
porters to the base camp that evening. I was sick all that night and 
felt pretty useless the next morning : an annoying reverse so low down ; 
so I had a day's rest with J agjit while Gurdial and Tensin carried loads 
up to the ridge. Greenwood returned with wood-laden porters and 
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Williams came part of the way up to pitch his tent about r,8oo ft. below 
us. On the 18th we established Camp II on the summit ridg~ at about 
r8,ooo ft. J agjit, who was now feeling .the height, returned to Camp I, 
where he was joined by Williams.. He went down with a Harsil man, 
Gabar Singh, a reliable porter and climber who had learned much from 
the Swiss. On the rgth Gurdial, Greenwood, Tensin and myself 
climbed along th:e ridge, up the rocks and past the point reached by 
Holdsworth and Jayal in 1946. The snow this year was easier than it 
had been then arid we had little actual step cutting to do. Above the 
rocks the ridge rises steeply (it is shown in Leyden's photograph in the 
Alpine Journal of November 1945) with a nasty convex ice slope on 
the S.W. side. We avoided this slope by crossing the concave side to 
the north just under the small cornice which had no dangerous lip large 
enough to carry away· a roped party if it should fall off. Beyond this 
was a roomy snowfield, an excellent place for a camp as we had expected, 
and from this rose t11e final slopes to the summit. By aneroid and eye 
we estimated this place to be at about rg,soo. ft., a somewhat lower 
estimate than that made by previous expeditions, and satisfied with our 
day's reconnaissance we returned to Camp II where we had to make 
our plans for the morrow. Gurdial Singh, whose first high climb this 
was, and who was wearing boots with the new rubber soles, had not 
been very steady in his balance at places on ice, and he generously 
agreed to fall out of the party to make the first attempt. He might 
have stayed at Camp II but for an unforeseen contretemps. We had 
with us petrol primus stoves and petrol bought in Dehra Dun. This 
contained a percentage of power alcohol derived from molasses and 
it was found that on burning it produced a sticky deposit that choked 
the jets of the stoves. We had just enough pure petrol for one stove to 
go with the climbing party. Gurdial would have 'either to stay at 
Camp II, possibly for 2 or 3 days, without fuel, or descend to Camp 
I. We decided on descent and that evening he and I went down 
leaving Greenwood, Tensin and l{in Chock to establish . Camp Ill, 
and if they felt like it climb beyond on the next day. Greenwood was 
in great form and very fit. 

The next morning, the 2oth, I set out with Gabar Singh to Camp II 
again, and watched, while I ate lunch there, _the forward party high on 
the last slope and climbing strongly for the summit. After lunch I 
decided to move up to Camp Ill by myself. Lone climbing should 
perhaps be avoided when possible but Gabar Singh was not equipped 
.for the h .. igher altitudes . . I had ~wo moments of anxiety, one on the 
buttress at the top of the rock ridge where I found myself hesitating 
to make what was really quite an easy move, and the other while crossing 
below the little cornice on the ridge above the rocks. It was then well 
on into the afternobn and the snow much softened. A small lump 
dropped off and slithered past me, enough perhaps had it hit me to have 
carried me qut of.my footing. I did not want to risk ·more of this so 
cut steps up its track on to the top of the ridge. Up to now the weather 
had been perfect, but as I arrived at Camp III the clouds descended 
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and cut off the view I had hoped to have of the party coming down from 
the summit. I prepared tea and from time to time anxiously looked 
round for a clearing in the clouds. One came at last, and I saw them 
still perhaps 6oo ft. above me and, so it seemed to me who had grown 
son1ewhat apprehensive, apparently· in_ difficulties. I tied on my 
crampons once more and set out to meet them. Not long after they 
loomed safely out of the mist and falling snow. There had been no 
mishap, but I had seen them where they had had to drive in a piton 
and come down an awkward ice slope by rappel de corde. Except for 
this difficult pitch and a final steep pimple on the summit their climb 
had been straightforward_. Greenwood had felt the height it was his 
first time over 1s,ooo ft. and Tensin had done a good deal of the cut
ting and step kicking ; it was a tired but well satisfied party that arrived 
back at Camp Ill. There was however now no question of _two of them 
continuing do\vn to Camp II as I had at first thought would be possible 
so the four of us slept in a tent for two ; an uncomfortable night made 
no more enjoyable by the knowledge that it was snowing heavily outside. 
The next morning we all returned through snow and cloud to Camp I : 
a wearisome descent in trying conditions. : 

The 22nd was another beat~tiful day. Gurdial · Singh and 
Greenwood returned to the base camp while Williams, Jagjit Singh 
and I went up to Camp II. W. Williams had proclaimed at the start 
of the expedition that he would be disappointed if he got no higher than 
16,ooo ft., happy if he got to I8,ooo, and astonished if he made the 
summit. He had now reached the altitude of happiness .; his kne~ 
made it impossible for him to rise to astonishment. · Again it snowed 
all night, but at 7 A.M., in doubtful weather, Jagjit, Tensin, Kin Chock 
and I started up the rocks. · J agjit was to come as far as Camp Ill and 
Tensin and I to have a go at the summit. However the weather ruled 
otherwise. Just belo\v the top of the rocks Jagjit began to show signs 
of frost-bite. A youngster of 16, he had done very well indeed. We 
revived circulation in falling snow and a chilly wind and a somewhat 
disconsolate party returned to Camp Il. As deep fresh snow would 
have made it difficult for Williams to get down in comfort we decided 
to break up Camp Il and after an arduous and unpleasant descent we 
reached Camp I heavily laden in the evening. · 

On the 24th the rest of the party returned to base whlle Tensin, 
Kin Chock and I moved westwards towards the foot of the zo,ozo-ft. 
peak. We found one of those delightful moraine-side alps watered in 
the day time by a gurgling stream of crystal clear melted snow and ice 
and camped at I 5,300 ft. amidst Primula .minutissima and Aridrosace 
poissoni. The next day was I think the finest day's climbing I have 
enjoyed. We attempted the zo,ozo-ft. peak up its southern rock face. 
Starting at 5.30 A.M. we· climbed 'the first 3,ooo ft. in 4 hours· and then 
met vertical rock walls and ice-filled gullies. While leading up one of 
the former I came off but was neatly fielded by Tensin. The tock was 
normally good but a ha~dhold that I had tested and that had appeared 
firm came away when I had to pull hard on it. The Sherpas thought 
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it all an excellent joke. I was less enthusiastic and felt my legs rather 
·weak under me for a minute or so after it had happened. We had 
some splendid climbing both on rock and ice and were well over ·Ig,aoo 
ft. when it started to snow at I I o'clock. I reluctantly gave the word 
to retreat though Tensin was keen to continue. Indeed the weather 
did clear again later, but I think one is right to play for safety where 
others will have to clear up the mess if one is unlucky. This way up the 
20,020 ft. peak is a fine climb and well worth completion by someone, 
though I suspect it will be hard at the top on to the _final snow slope. 
Once there it might also be possible to traverse to the main summit 
along the ridge to the east, although that looked as though it would be 
ticklish going. . 

We returned to camp to find Gurdial Singh, who had come up from 
base with porters and wood, preparing tea, and the next day, a showery 
one, we rested, and were joined by Greenwood, who had been frighten
ing burrhal down below, with more supplies. On the 27th we climbed 
up the glacier basin and pitched a camp at I 7,300 ft. on the ridge to 
the S.W. of the I8,ooo-ft. peak that lies beyond the col below point 
20,020. (This basin, peak and col can be seen in the left background 
of the view of Bandar Punch from the south published in the Hinzalayan 
Journal of I938.) 'Ve }:lad planned to camp on the col itself but found 
its approach too dangerous from falling stones. From this ridge a 
tremendous precipice falls away down to the Jumna valley. There were 
wall creepers hopping around the camp and we found the tracks of 
a snow leopard with its excreta containing part of the hoof of a burrhal. 
From here Gurdial Singh, Greenwood and I{in Chock returned to base 
wishing they had skis to ·cross back and down the glacier which would 
make a really magnificent ski field, reasonably gentle and uncrevassed as 
it is. Tensin and I proposed to traverse the I8,ooo-ft. peak to the col and 
see whether we could approach the 20,020 footer by the ridge. We left 
camp the next morning at 5 A.M. and reached the summit of the I8,ooo-ft. 
peak at 7.30 after an interesting little climb with several difficulties 
including rock and very narrow ice aretes. The view was stupendous, 
and in that I was more fortunate than Greenwood who had seen little 
but cloud from the top of Bandar Punch. To the north was the Io,ooo
ft. face of Surgnalin and, beyond, the mountains of Bashahr; to the 
west the J umna valley seeming to come from under our feet. East
wards -we looked upwards to point 20,020 and round it to the western 
precipice, a tremendous rock face, of the' Black Peak.' Behind us to 
the east and south-east we could see right away to the Srikanta, 
Gangotri and Jaonli peaks. The west ridge of point 20,020 appeared 
too stiff for us so we descended to the col and made our way down from 
it to the glacier below. The rocks were still frozen hard in their beds · 
and there was no danger from falling stones. From the glacier we 
retrieved our tent and carrying heavy loads made our way back to base 
camp. It was luxurious to be once more on grass and among lush 
flowers after a fortnight over 15 ,ooo ft. 

Our holiday was now drawing to an end and the return of a very happy 
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party to the plains took up our final week. The whole expedition had 
cost Rs. 5, 6o6 of which Rs. 3, 6o4 was spent on transport alone. We 
owned or had borrowed our tents, clothes and other climbing equip
ment, which was not as light or effective as that with which expeditions 
from Europe are nowadays fitted out. We had had to spend half of 
our month getting to the mountain and back. If we had had twice as 
long a holiday we could have had three times as much climbing at less 
than twice the cost. As roads are gradually pushed into the Himalayas 
the cost of small expeditions will be appreciably lowered, and roads are 
gradually being built. 
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